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ABSTRACT
It is shown that a consequent treatment of local Lorentz invariance and 
of the group of translations as a gauge symmetry group necessarily leads to 
theories in which torsion has no place. It is also shown that the requirement 
of symmetry under Lorentz gauge transformations leads to the emergence of the 
conventional /^gR additive term, responsible for the effects of gravitation, 
in the Lagrangian. It is thus proved that Einstein's general relativity is a 
unique consequence of the requirements of invariance under translations and 
Lorentz transformations.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Показано, что последовательная трактовка групп локальной инвариантности 
Лоренца и трансляции, как калибровочную симметрию, обязательно преведет таким 
теориям, в которых нет кручения. Показано также, что если потребуем симметрию 
относительно калибровочным преобразованиям типа Лоренца, то в функции Лагранжа 
появляется обычный аддитивный член /-gR, ответственный’ за гравитационные влия­
ния. Таким образом доказывается, что обшая теория относительности Эйнштейна 
является однозначным последствием требования симметрии относительно трансла- циям и преобразованиям Лоренца.
KIVONAT
Megmutatjuk, hogy a lokális Lorentz invariancia és transzlációs csoport 
mérték szimmetriaként történő következetes kezelése szükségképpen olyan el­
méletekhez vezet, amelyekben torzió nincs. Azt is megmutatjuk, hogy a Lorentz tipusu mértéktranszformációkkal szembeni szimmetria a Lagrange függvényében a 
gravitációs hatásokért felelős szokásos /-gR additiv tag felbukkanásához ve­
zet. Ily módon bebizonyítjuk, hogy Einstein általános relativitáselmélete a 
transzlációkkal és a Lorentz transzformációkkal szemben megkövetelt szimmet­
ria egyértelmű következménye.
It is shown that a consequent treatment of local 
Lorentz invariance and of the group of translations as 
a gauge symmetry group necessarily leads to theories 
in which torsion has no place. It is also shown that 
the requirement of symmetry under Lorentz gauge trans­
formations leads to the emergence of the conventional 
/-gR additive term, responsible for the effects of 
gravitation, in the Lagrangian. It is thus proved that 
Einstein's general relativity is a unique consequence 
of the requirements of invariance under translations 
and Lorentz transformations.
INTRODUCTION
In the past fifteen years, that followed the appearance 
of Utiyama's fundamental paper [1], a great amount of work 
has been done in the foundation of various theories of gravi­
tation making use of the gauge theoretical treatment of Poin­
care symmetry. This approach also appears in papers consider­
ing U^ j theories with spin and torsion [ 2 ] , and the work in 
this field is still continued [3, 4, 5, 6].
In these considerations the Poincare group is treated 
as a gauge group and certain effort is made to cast the ef­
fect of infinitesimal Poincare transformations in a form that 
resembles, as closely as possible, the way internal symmetry 
groups act on fields. This can only be achieved by introduc­
ing a priori an orthonormal tetrad and metric structure on 
the space-time manifold. The Lagrangian is then supposed to 
depend on the projections of the fields and their derivatives.
2This approach can be objected from a number of points 
of view.
First, translations are diffeomorphisms of space-time, 
whereas Lorentz transformations, at least in the form the 
experiments establish Lorentz symmetry, are isomorphisms of 
the tangent spaces of this manifold. These two kinds of map­
pings get entangled to produce the semidirect product called 
the Poincare group, only if the manifold becomes flat, thus 
to require Poincare gauge invariance for curved space-times 
seems to be artificial.
Second, in a correct gauge theoretical foundation of 
general relativity it is expected that the existence of a 
metric structure on space-time be the consequence of the 
basic symmetry requirements, thus the a priori supposition 
of an orthonormal tetrad and the relevant metric does not 
fit in this scheme of foundation of the theory.
Third, due to the previous objection the Lagrangian 
must depend on the fields and their derivatives and after 
showing the necessary appearance of a tetrad of gauge vec­
tors it must be proved that if the equations of motion are 
projected out by means of this tetrad then the resulting 
equations are derivable from a Lagrangian that depends on 
the projections of the fields and their derivatives.
In addition to these objections we stress that the 
equations determining the structure of space-time are ex­
pected to be unambiguous consequences of the basic supposi­
tions whereas in the papers mentioned above /see e.g. [2]/ 
some further requirements serve to establish the form of 
the part of the Lagrangian responsible for gravitation.
In order to determine the most general possible 
Lagrangian of a theory satisfying the requirements implied 
by these objections we consider first translations as a 
gauge symmetry group. It is to be noted that papers dealing 
with the same problem, although arrive at precious results, 
do not seem to exploit completely the equations resulting
3from the requirement of symmetry under translations /see e.g. 
[7]/. In the first section it is shown that four gauge fields 
and their dual one-formes must be introduced if translations 
are symmetries of the Lagrangian. It is proved that there 
exists a Lagrangian depending only on the projections of 
fields and their derivatives. It is also shown that local 
Lorentz invariance generate in a natural way a metric struc­
ture on space-time, and the Lagrangian can always be cast in 
a form that contains the usual covariant derivatives with re­
spect to this metric thus no torsion can appear in the theory. 
It is also indicated that the projections of the equations of 
motion are the equations of motion of the projections, thus 
our foundation of the theory meets the requirement implied by 
the third objection.
In the second section Lorentz transformations are con­
sidered. By introducing a unique divergence term, in accord 
with Noether's original ideas, it is possible to fix the 
structure of the term in the Lagrangian responsible for gravi­
tation. It is also shown that Einstein's equations are re­
covered, showing that general relativity is the only possible 
form of a space-time theory.
Finally the results of the paper are summarized. 1
1. TRANSLATIONS AND LOCAL LORENTZ INVARIANCE 
OF THE DERIVATIVES
We assume that all the fields that are considered belong 
to various classes of tensor fields. L the Lagrangian is sup­
posed to depend on the coordinates of a space-time point, on 
the fields and their first derivatives at this point, as only 
theories in which the equations of motion are at most second 
order differential equations will be considered.
We require that the point transformations of the form
x'1 = x 1 + E1 HI
4with the £^-s being the components of an arbitrary infinitesi­
mal vector field, be a symmetry, that is the variation öS of 
the action
vanish for these transformations
The Principle of Complete Freedom /P.C.F./ of gauge 
theories will be adopted:
L can be any kind of function of the physical fields and 
their derivatives, and these fields can be of any number and 
of any tensorial class.
Due to P.C.F. we may restrict our consideration to a
Lagrangian depending on a single contravariant vector field
U* and its derivatives Ui , .i к
If L did not depend on any other field, then we would 
get in the well-known manner
S
О ,
here the relations
5Ui i Ur
, Лк
were used.
The volume of integration in /2/ and the values of g1
and . are arbitrary at a fixed point, thus we get three j к
5equations
Э L 
Эх3
= О
L6V+^ V Ul+--v-к эик эик JXJTO эи
— Ur .г J к
ji
= О , / 3 /
3L ик+- pí-u1 = оо оЭ1Г . эи . <»1 ;к
It can easily be seen than /3/ leads to L = 0. To overcome 
this contradiction to P.C.F. it is supposed that L depends 
'on certain gauge fields in addition to the physical fields. 
Any one of these gauge fields can be written in the form of 
a multilinear combination of four independent covariant vec­
tors h?' /a = 0,1,2,3/ of a base of one-forms and their duals
. a, r eCL 1 Pi к _ Ak
hrhe - V  i p " i
3 LThe third of /3/ as it stands leads to — з  = О contradict-
3uSking P.C.F., thus we have to suppose that L depends on the 
derivatives of the gauge fields too. We have to stress that 
in contrast to the case of internal gauge symmetries, here it 
does not make sense to search fg>r a separate "free" Lagrangian 
independent of the physical fields. Thus L is of the form
L = l Cu 1, u 1^, h®, h ^ k , cpA, cpAjk) /4/
Дwhere cp -s are the scalar coefficiens of the gauge fields if 
the later are written in the form of the multilinear products 
mentioned above, and L does not depend on x3" because of the 
first of /3/.
If 6S is calculated for L of /4/ then instead of the 
second and third of /3/ we have
” 6
L6v + -^17ui + --|^“uik 9Uk 3Uk jr
ß г эи
— Ur „ r
9L -hP -
3hP K 3h1:1 1;Г
<^-hPP к;Г 3h
— h ° . p r^k
r j i
/5/
3 L R _-- <P i = 0  /„ R . Д  3cp j 1
— ^L-uk + — ^ u 1 - (--—  + --^ — ) hP = о .
3Ufc . 3UÄ 3hP , 3h£ .j í jk i;k k n
We have to remark that as the gauge fields that appear 
in L are certain combinations of the фЛ-э and the vectors hP 
and h1, these equations have to be supplemented by furtherOL
differential equations. However as /5/ itself is a complete 
Jacobian system of independent first order partial differen­
tial equations, we first consider this set alone.
We study first the second of /5/ which consists of 40 
equations for the derivatives of L with respect to the 80 
variables U1^  and hP^. From the theory of characteristic 
curves it is known, that there exist 40 independent linear 
combinations of these variables which themselves fulfil 
these equations and L is an arbitrary function of these 
linear combinations. Moreover the rank of the matrix of the 
derivatives of these 40 linear combinations with respect to 
the U1 k~s must be 16 otherwise it would be possible to 
write down at least one equation of the form
3L
3U
J s
0 ,
which would contradict P.C.F. As a result there must exist 
16 variables, which we call "bar" derivatives and denote by
7U к defined by
U1 ,. = U1 . + pí rshpк )к kp rjs /6/
which must satisfy the second of /5/. The remaining 24 com­
binations are easily proves to be
Fa = ha . - h? .lk 1.» к k n /7/
and L is an arbitrary function of the variables /6/ and /7/.
i IT sTo find the quantities Р^ .р in /6/ we substitute the 
U1 |^-s into the second of /5/ to get
r>"r+K rs< s ' /8/
i ITSwhere the Q^p are arbitrary apart from the restriction
Qi Г5 = -Oi ЗГkp kp /9/
and we have
. жж . ..... rSFp
j к 2 p r;k k.»r 4>“kp rsu \ v  = u\,+4hi(hp +hP )Ur+±Q /Ю/
In order to find further restrictions for the quantities
i 2TSQ, we turn to the consideration of local Lorentz invariance, kp
The local Lorentz transform h'^ of the vectors hT' is de­
fined by
, ,a _ a .p h i - л phi , / 11 /
where the functions Л  ^ satisfy the conditions
Aa .ß pa aß Л Л у = у p a  ' / 12 /
with YaP the usual Minkowski matrix
8у0-*3 = diag(1,-1,-1,-1)
Using Yaß and its inverse to raise and lower greek indeces 
it is easy to find the transform h'^ of h^:
h'1 = A a aPh1 /13/
We require now that the bar derivatives U1 ^  be invariant 
under the local Lorentz transformations /11/. Note that the 
second of /5/ is invariant, which is necessary for setting 
up this requirement.
We write down U1 .. for h'a and h'^:к l a
U‘ , = U1 ,+-i-h'1 (h,P , +h' P )Uк jк 2 p г у к k^r r-40'Í rSF'°4 kp rs
where
F / Prs h
,P
rjS h
,P
Syr
and /10/ was taken into account. This expression must be equal 
to the corresponding expression of U1 ^  with the unprimed h^-s 
and h^-s. From this equality one gets the necessary conditions
Q'í rS = A PQÍ Г3 , ka a kp '
. a,iITr,Ap ,x.Ap ,x. , rs. p.a ,x _A h U (A , h +A^ h. ) + Q, A MA h = Оp a х Д  г х я  к kp a x>s r
/14/
These equations must be fulfilled for any set of functions 
Aa^ satisfying /12/. The meaning of the first of /14/ is 'ob­
vious, the evaluation of the second is done by taking the 
equations
Ла „л130рук ла ле° .р ук О /15/
9into account by means of Lagrange's multiplicators. Note that 
/15/ is a consequence of /12/. We get:
, iAm. TTr ,1пт, . г,1 гть\ 6k V u V  hBk + Qkv hßr
-yim / д P д CX A P * ^  \
Xk po Л ßA Y Л YA 3
/16/
where the A..im -s are the multiplicators. Taking the antisym- k pa
metric part of /16/ in ß and у one sees that
rti rm, _i rm, ,iEm, rlr , icm, ..rQ. hQ - Q, a h = hQ6. h U - h 6. hQ U +ky ßr kß yr ß к yr у к ßr
, irTm, , iT1 m,+ hQU h . - h U hQ.ß ук у ßk
ü„
Contracting with hp this equation yields
.i nm _i rm, , pn in_m, __r , icmr,nQ. - Q, h h^ = g 6, h U - h 6, U +ky kp yr ’ к yr у к
л. n о uicnT1m+ g 6 h , - h 6, U , ^ ук у к
YPwhich after contracting with h ^ gives
Qi nmhpp _ Qi pmhpn = ginömuP _ g i p ^ n  + 
Kp кр К К
inEpt.m ipcnr,m + 9 ö£U - g ^6kU ,
/17/
where in the last two equations the abbreviation
gik = h V *P
was used. /17/ and
i n m p p  e i mnhpp 
kp kp
which is the consequence of /9/, suffice to determine
10
-^Q.i rsFP of /10/. As a result we get 4 kp rs
U1 ,, = U1 ,+-|{h1 (hp ,+hp )+gir[h . (h„ .-h )|k jк 2 l p t;k k/t 3 pk г Д  t>r
+ h . (hp , -hp )]}ufcpt г Д  к; r J
/19/
This equation is one of our most important conclusions. If we
iktake the non-singular g of /18/ and its inverse
'ik = hphi pk / 20 /
and form the usual Christoffel symbols
ГкI 2g (дг к Л  + gr£;k " gki,^r)
and take /20/ into account, we can easily see that /19/ may 
by written in the form
u1 ,. = u1 . = u1 . + ri.u1к ;k ,k kt / 21 /
thus the bar derivative is nothing else but the well-known
covariant derivative U1 , of U1.;k
Thus we have established the result that in consequence 
of the second of /5/ and of the requirement that the deriva­
tive of be invariant under local Lorentz transformations, 
the Lagrangian must depend on the variables /7/, the usual 
covariant derivative /21/ and on the other variables appear­
ing in /4/, that is
L = L (U1, U1 ,k, hj, Fa ik, cpA , cpA ^k ) . /22/
We proceed now to evaluate the first of /5/. If the form /22/ 
is substituted in this equation the following obvious rules 
for calculating partial derivatives must be used:
11
3L 8L + 3L 9Ur;s
au1 iau Y~ Í  Pau au;s
эь 3L
au1 ,Д au1 . ;k
r
эь 3L + 3L 9l,r;S
ahj ah?1 aur aha; s 1
3L 3L aur . .; s 1 3L 3FPrs
aha ,l^k aur;s 3h? . 2 3FP l;k rs ahal;k
/
the у appears in the last term of the last equations because
“ cc iof the antisymmetry of . To get rid of the term L6^ of the
first of /5/ we substitute
L = det(hj)L /23 7
A lengthy but straightforward calcualtion leads to
iL^u1 + ■-.ji'-u1,k „,,k ;r3UJ 9U ;r эи
li-ur .r ;k
/24/
JLL_hP - pP
3h? k 3F°. kr ' '1 1Г j 1
3L R л 
R— <* ,k = °
It is to be observed that the set /24/ is again a complete
Jacobian system of 16 independent, linear, homogeneous, par-
d. d. óltial differential equations in the variables U , U1 . , h7,J .K JL
^ ik' k* Le*" ^ ke num^er °f these variables. Then it
is easy to find the N - 16 combinations which themselves ful­
fil /24/:
12
Uа Urhaг
Uа ;ß
..г , а, sU h ha ;s г ß
ßY
„а ,r, s F hQh rs ß y
Ф j а
А , гcp h
j г а
/25/
and L is an arbitrary function of these new variables:
L = Ц  Ua , Ua ;ß/ Faßy, cpA^a ) . /26/
Finally we consider the supplementary differential equa­
tions mentioned in the remark that followed /5/. These equa­
tions, if L of /26/ is substituted into them, can give only 
further restrictions for Ua , Ua >ß, FaßY, срА ^а , in the sense, 
that it can happen that L depends only on certain combina­
tions of these variables. However, these restrictions do not 
concern our further analysis, thus we continue to work with 
the form /26/.
We have arrived at the result that the complete 
Lagrangian is
L = det(h^)L(Ua , Ua .ß , Faßv, cpA ^a ) . /27/
If /18/ and /20/ are taken into account it can be seen that
det(h^) = /-det(gik) /
the well-known factor of Lagrangians in general relativity. 
The variables in /27/ are projections with the tetrad h^, h^. 
This tetrad is orthonormal, and the existence of a metric 
structure is not to be supposed a priori but arises in a 
natural way in consequence of the requirements of transla­
tional gauge symmetry and of local Lorentz invariance of the 
bar derivative.
13
It is seen that the Lagrangian can always be written in 
a form in which torsion does not appear, showing that theories 
with torsion and with a Lagrangian that can not be written in 
the form /27/ necessarily violate translational gauge symmetry 
or local Lorentz invariance. We remark that the quantities 
Fa _^ are the projections of the so-caiied coefficients of an- 
holonomity.
Before considering the equations of motion of the fields
U1, we note that the projection Ua „ of /25/ is a certain type
»1:5 a.of directional derivative of the projection U . Indeed we have
Ua R = Ur hah® ;3 ;s r 3 Ua h^-ha hi!ur=Ua hi ,sß r;s3 ;s3
where
, a , s,r.Ta „a , „a ..a - h hnh U = U „+Г 0U r; s 3 a , 3 a3
and
Ua.3
,cx 
о 3
Ua ho
> r 3
h^ hahj! a; s r 3
This formula for Ua #p, which can be easily generalized for 
tensors of any class, strongly resembles that of the usual co­
variant derivative. It contains the projection Ua and its di­
rectional derivative Ua The quantities Г1? are the counter- 
parts of Christoffel's symbols but it must be emphasized that
ra = ra3Y Y0
if and only if the tetrad hv' is holonomic:
, a , ah . . = h,ijk k>i
in which case the FaR -s of /25/ vanish.PY j
The equations of motion of the field U are formed by
14
taking the Lagrange derivative
_3______ 3_____3_
3U1 ЗхГ 3U1ß Г
of /27/ and equating the resulting expression to zero. If the 
derivatives with respect to U1 and U1^  are expressed by the 
derivatives with respect to the variables of /25/ and the pre- 
ceeding consideration of Ua #„ is taken into account, then it; p
is easy to prove that the equation of motion of U take the 
following form
3L
3U
(—
3U
3 L 
a
;p
о ,
which is the desired result implied by the third objection of 
the introduction, namely if the principle of least action is 
assumed to hold for the fields then the principle is formally 
valid for projections too, although in the procedure of the 
variation the anholonomic coordinates associated to the tetrad 
must be used. It is to be stressed that the equation of motion 
of projections is of great importance as these later are gen­
erally interpreted as the measurable quantities of general 
relativity.
In the next section we consider local Lorentz invariance 
of the Lagrangian /27/.
2. LOCAL LORENTZ INVARIANCE OF THE LAGRANGIAN
We require that the Lagrangian /27/ be invariant under 
transformations /11/. For an infinitesimal we have
.a _ Aa , a Л (3 6ß + e ß '
where
.aß _= -e0a .aß
j l Ф 09
15
/remember that greek indices are raised and lowered by means 
of the Minkowsky /.
For the variables in /27/ we have
6Ua = ea Up ,
6Ua = ea Up +e pUa , ;3 P sß 3 ;p
_ A p A6<p = e cp ,
ja a y ;p /28/
where
6Fa„ = ea - ea „ + ea Fp + ßY ß'Y Y'ß P ßY
+ eApFa + e pFa 3 PY Y ßp
a _ a , rE 0 — E a hß'Y ß-»r у
The second of /28/ is a consequence of the second of /25/ 
in which is formed by means of the g ^  °f /20/ which is
invariant under transformations /11/. /28/ is made use of in 
the evaluation of the variation of the action:
6S = det (ha ) (-^~6UP +
1 9UP 9U
6UP + P ;a
;o
, 1 9 Ij c t—i P I Э L c. R \ j 4
2 „„p ax v jp'9Fhax 9cp ;P
After introducing /28/ we get an expression in which the 
coefficients of ea^ and ea ^ must vanish. We get the following 
two equations
9L -Un +
9Ua ß 9U| ^ < 6% ; a +YaaU% >  + 1 ^ {6SFßax +9Fhax
„p „p . , 9L R
YaaF ßx YxaF aß . R Ypap jß
/29а/
- (а-»-*-з\ = О ,
Эф
jp
16
ъь ъь
aFaßY 9Fßay / 29b /
The second of /29/ gives, together with
ЪЬ /30/
which is a consequence of the antisymmetry of Fa 3y
However, according to the original ideas which led Noether to 
her famous theorems, in 6S divergence terms may appear. Such 
a term is proportional to ea^ and its derivatives and must not 
contain derivatives of the fields [8].
The only non-vanishing possible term of this kind'compat­
ible with equations /29/ is of the form
where u is some constant. In 6S /31/ will give a contribution
only to the coefficient of ea^ . This contribution can be
j Y
easily calculated using the well-known manipulations with the 
covariant derivatives of the tetrad h?'. As a result we get inl
stead of the second of /29/
ц[ det(h^)epo
/31/
= udetO’v*) (epo
ЪЬ ЪЬ
3f cx|3y 9F3aY
/32/
/32/ and /30/ suffice to determine
17
9L =u[Í(F ~ +F - -F- ) +
8Fcx3y 2 aßY Yßa. 3yo.
+ v Fp -Y FP 1 Yaß YP YaY 3p
The solution of this differential equation can be readily 
written down:
—F 8 рот
U 
2
FPOT + uF ,рто
4 орт
/ 3 3 /
_ FP° FT + L = L + L p ox о g о
where
3L
9FaßY
= О
If we substitute /33/ into the first of /29/ we get
ЪЬ 3L
°-U„ + ---— (6PUR +Y up R) +
3Ua“B ' 3UD ;o a 1310 °a :E>
3to R+ — -— y Ф о - (a-«—>-ß) = 0
/34/
ЭфR 1рсГ ,3 
jP
This equation states that Lq as a function of the variables 
Ua , Ua 0 and фА must be invariant under the Lorentz trans- 
formations /11/ regarded formally as global transformations
'AV = 01 ■
We now turn to the discussion of the be significance of 
the term defined in /33/. First, it can be seen by manipu­
lating again with the covariant derivatives of the tetrad 
that
L = ^(hpr hS -hr hpS ) .g 2 ;sp;r p;r ;s /33/
18
Second, in our way of establishing the possible form of the 
theory the tetrad h^- plays the essential role, while the 
metric tensor /18/ and /20/ is merely an abbreviation for a 
Lorentz invariant non-singular symmetric tensor formed by 
means of the h^-s. Now the obvious question arises: what is 
the form of the term corresponding to L of /33/ in the
OL ^Euler-Lagrange equations for h^ if the later are considered 
as dynamical variables and are subject to a variational 
principle? A straightforward but lengthy calculation in 
which the form /33/ is used shows that
9[det(ha )L l g
9hal
Э[det(ha)L } x g
9ha 1.» r
= ^hrR 1 2 a r
t r
/36/
where Ri
we have
is the Ricci tensor of gik- If the form /35/ is used
L = ü(hpr hS -hpr hS ) = 2 ;s p;r ;r p ;s
= ü(hpr hs _hps hr 
2 ; s p ; s p ; r
- M (hPr -hpr )hs =2 ;sr ;rs p /37/
= —hptR r hs +!±(hpr hs-h°s hr)2 t r s p  2 ; s p  ; s p ; r
- H r + H (hor hs_hps hr,
2 2 ; s p  ; s p ; r
where R is the invariant Riemannian curvature
r r tR = R = R. i r t r
The second term in the last row of /37/ is a complete diver­
gence if it is multiplied by
detih^) =
19
and can be dropped from the Lagrangian, the first term gives 
the well-known gravitational Lagrangian of general relativity:
We have arrived at the result that if local Lorentz invariance 
is required for the Lagrangian L of /27/ in the previous sec­
tion, then L is the sum of a term L which is an invariant
function of Ua , Ua o, cp , and of L which is equal to R. a ;ß -»ot g
Also if hT' are regarded as dynamical variables and are sub­
ject to a variational principle Einstein's equations are re­
covered. Naturally the energy-momentum tensor is then derived 
from
3[det(h^)Lq ] 
3hal
’ 3 [ det (h^j Lq ]
3haijr
-(T1 - -=-61Ts )hr U r 2 r s a
j r
CONCLUSIONS
In the paper the consequent treatments of translations 
as a gauge symmetry and of local Lorentz invariance have been 
studied. It has been shown that in consequence of the require­
ment of invariance under these transformations the Lagrangian
is a sum of two terms L and L ,L is an invariant fucntion ofо g o
the projections of the fields and their derivatives; the pro­
jections being made by means of a tetrad, the covariant deriva 
tives are formed using the invariant metric tensor derived 
from this tetrad. is the well-known gravitational term of 
general relativity. The metric tensor appearing in the theory 
is a consequence of Lorentz invariance. In this form of the 
Lagrangian no torsion appears.
The equations of motion of the projected physical fields 
are the projections of the equations of motion of these fields 
If the fields of the tetrad are dynamical variables subject to
20
the variational principle, the equations of motion for the 
tetrad are Einstein's equation.
We have to stress that our results can be generalized 
to Lagrangians of physical fields of any class and of any 
number.
As a conclusion we state that the form Einstein estab­
lished for general relativity is a unique consequence of our 
symmetry requirements. Thus any theory that cannot be cast 
in the form indicated in the paper must necessarily violate 
either translational or Lorentz invariance or both.
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